
Research Project initiate meeting 
 
1. At the Heart of the Matter: What is the core purpose of the meeting? State why you are meeting, 
outcomes and expectations. 
Core purpose 
1)I’d like to share a convening about our Research Project initiate meeting, we need to develop a 
sales skill course in a sales company , we need to do some research first to let every salesman know 
the meaning about this course ,and cooperate with us more smoothly? so we hold a project start 
meeting to convene sales person from different area to their headquarter hangzhou city to explain 
this to let them know the importance and finally really engage in the following days to co-explore 
the journey.(core purpose and why we need meeting) 
(My personal role is team work designer to facilitate them work more effective and efficient.) 
1) It’s a co-create journey ,we wanna to create the course that really match the frontline 
salesman’s needs, so it’s a co-explore and co-create journey. So since the initiate meeting ,the 
journey has begun, we need to hear all the voice  
2) Outcome 
2.1we have common sense in the research form \aganda\ and work way. 
2.1Form --personal interview, direct and terminal customer interview、personal case clinic 、 team 
training。 
2.2Aganda- during this meeting ,we co-create our aganda , make sure to arrange the right sales 
man and customer in right time, because we need to really do our research in aline with their 
business aganda. 
2.3Work way- we will acompany with them in the daytime ,when convenient we will do the 
interview and case clinic.  
3)Expectations- we can really co-create a good sales course that really help them to improve their 
sale skills. 
 
2. Clarifying Intent: 
What is the intent of the meeting? What will you do? Create a design or agenda for your meeting 
1) To let frontline salesman and line manager know our project aganda and what’s the value  
this project can bring to them? To let them share their difficulty they may met during this research 
project. So we can have a common sense in aganda meaning and how we cooperate with each 
other。 
2) show our purpose about this meeting , chose a comfortable place to meet, so both of us can 
be more ease to share our ideas or concerns. A meeting room with windows and views outside. To 
get enough space we remove the desk ,and then we can sit together in a circle. So we can have 
eye-contact with each other.  
We also communicate with trainning manager and line manager before this meeting in a one in 
one way, so let them really support us. 
3) aganda  
-Kick off first to introduce each other  
-Introduce our research context \basis\why we wanna do this\function\work style and anything 
need to support 
-Show concerns 



-co-create the following aganda,mainly focus on which day arrange which person or customer to 
us. Then we just assign responsibility to every salse man here in such journey. 
-one word summary to let everyone know their state then.  
3. The Invitation:  
Who will you invite? Why should they come? What is in it for them? 
We invent the traning manager\ line manager and sales person. 
-For TM, she need to come because it’s a really good opportunity for her to know the company she 
is a new comer to this company , so she need to know them to really design or buy good course to 
match them. Besides, she can co-create course with us together to prove her self . 
-For LM. We need to get their support , they r a participate. They need to do the orgnize thinghs 
with TM. It’s both a good way for them to know their subordinates and customer’s views about 
their sales assessment ,ps we do the research will have a interview with their direct custmer. 
So we emphasize the co-create and co-explore things.  
  
4. Setting Context  
How will you describe the form, function and purpose of the meeting once the meeting has begun? 
It’s a co-create journey , so when we sit in this project meeting room ,it’s a begun of this journey 
now , everyone needs to let go of judgement and just bring your curiosity. So feel free to talk. If 
you have any concern just speak it out.   
-show the basis why the boss wanna do so  
-why we wanna do so  
-why they need do so 
Company wanna to training you. 
 
5. Creating the Container 
Describe the physical space in which you will meet. What materials and aids will be in place? Be 
specific. What are the norms and agreements of meeting? 
Good view meeting room ,chairs. Be curious about the journey. 
6. Hearing All the Voices  
How will facilitate each person to speak? What methods and practices will allow for the full 
expression of all participants? 
It’s a co-create journey ,so everyone’s view is important. The result will made by us.  
7. Essential Conversation 
What are the success factors for a fully engaged meeting? What needs to be in place for full 
engagement and how will you know when it occurs? 
1. Our Authentic attitude towards everyone here, share the basis about this project ,emphasize 
the “co-create” idea. That’s a company that autocratic style ,their personality has been constraint 
for a long time. While they all young , they wanna to express their unique creative personalities  
outside.So our democratic style attract them spontaneously. 
8. Creation: 
What do you wish to create that is new/innovative in this meeting? List potential 
opportunities/possibilities that stretch you. 
Maybe give us some inspiration about this journey no matter the interview object or the training 
style.  



9. Commitment to Action:  
What significant commitments, responsibilities and accountabilities do you expect from yourself 
and others from this meeting that will make a difference? 
 
 


